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ABSTRACT

For user to analyze large data set with various attributes as desired,
rearranging data based on purpose is vital. This study proposes a
method to navigate data with a desired purpose of user by improv-
ing RadViz visualization through focusing and filtering. To help un-
derstand visualization, user studies were conducted using the music
data of Spotify. As a result, our system is discovered to be effective
at classifying large data set of music with attributes and navigating
desired music efficiently.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Visualization of RadViz projected onto a plane is based on spring-
force analogy. However, as the number of dimensions increases, it
becomes difficult to find the meaningful dimensional anchors that
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affect the location of the data because the arrangement of the dimen-
sional anchors is not optimal[1]. Furthermore, even if the aforemen-
tioned issue has overcome, the data instances have a tendency to
merge into the center of the RadViz when the dimensional anchors
have the same weighting system based on the spring-force analogy.
Consequently, these problems creates difficulties in navigating data.
To solve the problems, this research proposes a RadViz model that
can focus on the desired data and filter that for analyzing purposes.
Improved RadViz not only enables user to selectively navigate large
data set but also provides guidelines to navigate data that they de-
sire. Furthermore, this visualization makes it easy to interpret over-
all data instances’ cluster by setting dimensional anchors consid-
ered with correlation and making intervals of dimensional anchors
adjustable. This function has the advantage of enabling effective
visualization interactions even when quantity of data instance in-
creases, or the number of dimensional anchors shown over RadViz
increases.

2 APPLICATION

2.1 Method

The visualization system proposed in this study can analyze any
multidimensional CSV data. It offers anchor clustering based on
k-means algorithm by automatically analyzing the correlation be-
tween dimensions. The mapping of each data instance differs de-
pending on the arrangement and weight of dimensions.

Figure 1: Improved visualization system of RadViz. The dimension of the data is indicated by the dimensional anchor(a). And desired data 
instances can be focused through a process(b-1, b-2) of grouping by dragging similar dimensional anchors. When user selects a specific 
dimension, Data distribution histogram(c-1) is generated. Through manipulation of it(c-2), user can navigate data instances by filtering. Also, 
multi-variable values of the selected instances can be verified through the Radar chart(d) and the table(e). (https://radviz-focus.hanu.io/)
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Instance rearrangement formula is as follows.

DIP(n) =

(
Dimensions

∑
d

DAP(d) ·P(d)(n)

)
/DIPmax ·R (1)

DIP = DataInstancePosition,
DAP = DimensionalAnchorPosition,
P = Springpowero f dimensionvalue

The location of the nth instance is the sum of the position of the
dimension multiplied by the weights set for the value that an in-
stance has for each dimension. Then, to distribute data instances
widely across the screen, divide location of each instances by the
DataInstancePosition(max) at maximum distance from the central
point of the RadViz. Afterward, it is to be multiplied by the radius
R of the total RadViz.

2.2 Visualization and Functions, Interaction
This study used RadViz visualization with focusing and filtering
to determine the characteristics of data instances based on a user’s
preference (Figure 1). Focusing is grouping similar anchors into
one axis, which means that instances with higher values of the di-
mension belonging to the group are pulled toward it[2]. The ar-
rangement of dimensional anchors can be assembled as user wants
and if dimensional anchor is judged unnecessary, it can be deleted.
Filtering is possible by manipulating the histogram that shows how
the instances are distributed based on each dimension. This his-
togram allows a user to specify the range and change its weight or
exclude relatively unimportant data instances. For example, if the
user increases the weight value of a specific range of the anchors
selected by the user, only the instances that fall within that range
will be pulled strongly toward the anchor resulting change in the
instance distribution. Figure 1 displays how the system of this re-
search interacts. Even if the quantity of data instance is massive or
the number of dimensional anchor which data has is huge, this visu-
alization system on the basis of filtering and focusing is constructed
to precisely distinguish characteristics of data and to modify effi-
ciently. If user uploads CSV file of multi-dimension data, visualiza-
tion about that data generates. User can use interaction of moving
dimensional anchors and modifying histogram to distinguish data
according to properties. Also, with ’Dimension clustering’ function
to adjust interval and dispersion of dimensional anchors, system al-
lows to focus on data instances with similar attributes. Furthermore,
by using a Radar chart, we can verify the multivariable values of
data instances. And Data instance table makes it simple to find out
actual value of data instances that appear in RadViz. Besides, there
is incidental feature that allows to set the size, transparency and
color of the RadViz’s data instances. Figure 2 shows the process
of obtaining the data output by utilizing the function of each visu-
alization. By manipulating the dimensional anchors or weight, the
distribution of instances can be improved to find only those data
instances that meet the desired conditions.

3 CASE STUDY

To aid understanding, we developed a music data navigate sce-
nario by using RadViz with focusing and filtering. We used a mu-
sic dataset that included 15 dimensions such as Acousticness and
Danceability. Let us assume that a user is looking for acoustic
music with middle value of Energy and Loudness. Based on the
anchor clustering result that the system proposed, dimensional an-
chors can be grouped referring to the user’s discretion over one
axis (Figure 2(b)). So, the user grouped Energy and Loudness with
Acousticness to find customized music with accuracy (Figure 2(c)).
As the grouping progresses, the music data instances will gain more
strength toward the group of anchors. Furthermore, by clicking on
each anchor, the data distribution histogram can be confirmed, and

Figure 2: The process by which users adjust their RadViz to search
for data instances for their desired purposes. (a) RadViz as con-
ventional method, data instances are distributed in the dimensional
anchors arranged at equal intervals (b) After Dimension clustering
based on Dimension correlation (c) In order to focus, dimensional
anchors are grouped (d) RadViz when the weight value of the de-
sired range is increased, and the remaining range is hidden through
the data distribution histogram for filtering.

the weight of range for each dimension can be manipulated. To
search for acoustic music, the weight of the upper range is to be in-
creased and the weight of the lower range is to be decreased to hide
at Acousticness dimension histogram. Even if high-valued music
of Acousticness are picked out according to the previous proce-
dure, there are still music that does not meet users desired condition.
To find music that has medium value of Energy and Loudness, the
weight of the middle range in the histogram of both the dimensions
should be increased while the other ranges weights are decreased
to hide and filter data (Figure 2(d)). In RadViz with focusing and
filtering, just by choosing the data instances that a user desires will
show its value distribution in the Radar chart, and at the bottom, the
actual value of the dataset can be confirmed. As a result, by using
our visualization system with focusing and filtering, user can expe-
rience a more efficient and certain way to navigate music suitable
to the user from a massive music data set.

4 CONCLUSION

In this research, the RadViz data cohesiveness problem is improved
to enable user to navigate in various ways in more detail. In this
system, by proposing an improved RadViz with focusing and filter-
ing, dispersion of data instances changes based on user interaction,
and it is possible to search for instances that meet the conditions.
It means user can accurately navigate visualized data. Because this
system can hold not only quantitative data but also categorified data,
it is expected that the system will be capable of embracing the var-
ious datasets.
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